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YEAR IN REVIEW
Welcome to the second edition of
From Red to Black in which we analyse
the critical developments in the Australian
restructuring market in FY16.
Our aim remains as it was last year – to provide you
with expert commentary on the key restructuring trends
in FY16 and outline our expectations for FY17. This
review is aimed at everyone involved in the turnaround
process; from the boards of financially challenged
companies to the providers of the money (whether
they be traditional lenders, funds or debt traders) to
insolvency practitioners.
The Federal Government’s promotion, as part of its
National Innovation & Science Agenda, of a safe
harbour for directors to strike a better balance between
encouraging entrepreneurship and protecting creditors
is to be welcomed. But legislative reform is not the only
answer. It merely provides a process for change. For
restructurings to succeed, directors and management
must accept the cultural challenge of restructuring.
Transparency, broader stakeholder interaction,
engagement with experienced outsiders and a
willingness to sacrifice the sacred cows of the business
to restore long-term value are each matters for a
board and management to deal with in order to make
a restructuring plan work. Only then, together with a
change in the law, will innovation and entrepreneurship
thrive. We elaborate on this theme in The prospect of
a safe harbour.
We continue to be strong advocates for the value
delivered to companies whose boards embrace
experienced restructuring specialists being brought
into situations well before the entities become truly
distressed. In The rise and rise of restructuring plans
we outline not only how the plans can be developed but
how to judge their success.
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Much of the challenging restructuring work in the year
under review has emerged from the energy and natural
resources sectors. Atlas Iron is a great example of
the benefits which flow from the early engagement of
restructuring specialists and we have used it as a case
study.
While the secondary market is firmly placed as a
viable “enforcement” option in distressed situations to
be weighed up against the long-term capital cost and
uncertainty associated with informal workouts and the
stigma of formal enforcements, there has been limited
activity in the public space. We analyse the reasons for
that and explain the rationale for growth in the private
secondary market in Distressed – the calm before the
storm.
We also review the Good, the Bad and the Ugly
in Australian banking and a very interesting battle
between the PPSA and insolvency which has played
out in a significant piece of litigation in Victoria.
As we did last year, we finish with some bold
Predictions for FY17.
We were delighted with the response last year to the
inaugural issue of From Red to Black. We hope that
this edition is equally well received. We are more
than happy to discuss any of the issues that we have
identified and look forward to that discussion with you.
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PREDICTIONS FOR FY16 —
HOW DID THEY PAN OUT?
We reflect in this section on how our predictions for FY16 panned out, both
to check what happened and put our FY17 predictions into context.

Consolidation
Prediction

We saw the start of M&A-led consolidation, which we considered would continue, if for no
other reason than to build net present values and scale when necessary to access increasingly
international markets. On a related issue, we predicted international funds (subject to FIRB
approval) would exert greater control over operating assets.

Outcome

Consolidation across logistics, agribusiness and other sectors saw strong M+A activity. Before
Emeco and, possibly, UGL, were announced as potential transactions, activity was noticeably
slower in the mining sector as capital invested into equity via debt swaps, taking advantage of
the highly leveraged balance sheets of many mining and mining services enterprises.
Good examples of the latter include KKR’s swap of debt for equity in Bis Industries,
Centrepoint in Boart Longyear and the TLB positions in Atlas Iron. Otherwise, funds from the
US and Asia are very active, taking positions across operating assets in a range of special
situations in Australia.
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Cultural change
Prediction

We looked forward to boards embracing experienced turnaround specialists being brought into
situations well before those entities became truly distressed.

Outcome

We have seen an upswing in the engagement of turnaround specialists in the last 12 months
but, as with previous years, there is always more scope for boards and management to
embrace an experienced turnaround practitioner at an early stage.

Funding challenges
Prediction

We anticipated a continued increase in the issuance of alternative instruments, such as 144A
bonds or Term B Loans, among domestic and international financiers.

Outcome

We have seen our prediction play out. This is driven by interest rates remaining at historical
lows, both domestically and in the United States, as well as continued downward pressure on
the inner city residential property market. The residential property issues are threefold:
(a) an over-supply of new apartment blocks, particularly inner city apartments in Melbourne,
Sydney and Brisbane;
(b) local defaults, by reason of the continued slowdown and an inability to make immediate
profits by trading out of pre-sales;
(c) overseas defaults emanating mainly from China, by reason of (i) a reported increased
preparedness to enforce capital outflow restrictions; (ii) a slowdown in its economy and (iii)
local lenders’ increased restrictions on lending to overseas buyers.
The reduced availability of debt has led to an increase in the use of alternative debt
instruments.
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Iron ore prices
Prediction

Forecasts for iron ore prices and a range of other commodities (except, perhaps non-coal energy) were
subdued, and we forecast a gloomy start to FY16 for miners and their dependent contractors, transport
operators, logistics owners, engineers, materials suppliers and service industries.

Outcome

In the current climate, iron ore transactions are still finding it difficult to attract new investments as the
primary export market for this product continues to be shaped by China’s long-term growth outlook.
Prices were highly variable during the first half of 2016 for iron ore, led by speculative activity in futures
markets.
Prices staged a surprise rally in April 2016, following a three year period of declining prices, then by 24 May
2016 went into a severe decline as port inventories of the commodity rose above 100 million tonnes.
In its June 2016 quarterly commodities paper, the Department of Industry, Innovation and Science said that,
despite the large movements in prices, the market fundamentals are broadly unchanged: demand growth is
slow and the market remains well-supplied. It estimated the value of Australia’s exports of iron ore to have
declined by 10% in 2015-2016, falling to $49 billion.
The fall in the price of iron ore over the past few years has had the effect that many operations globally
are running at a cash loss, some of which are expected to close, though, at current prices, few of these
operations will be in Australia, as it is dominated by the world’s largest and lowest cost operations.

Greece
Prediction

After defaulting on a 1.5 billion euro loan, Greece became the first country to default on its obligations to
the IMF since Zimbabwe in 2001. A third bailout averted a crisis in the short term, but Greece’s position
remained precarious.

Outcome

We moved from a Grexit to a Brexit during the course of the last year.
The IMF finally concluded that Greece’s debt had become unsustainable and that country could not
retrieve the situation on its own. It followed that it was critical for medium- and long-term debt sustainability
that Greece’s European partners make concrete commitments, in the context of the first review of the
European Stability Mechanism (ESM) program, to provide significant debt relief, well beyond what had
been previously considered.
IMF staff participated in technical discussions in the northern summer of 2015 between the Greek
authorities and the European Commission, European Central Bank and ESM on an economic program
that could be financially supported by the ESM.
The Memorandum of Understanding that emerged puts in place far-reaching policies to restore fiscal
sustainability, financial sector stability and a return to sustainable growth.
Debt relief is now firmly on the agenda, but is dependent upon Greece sticking to the program targets.
Two areas of critical importance for Greece’s ability to return to a sustainable fiscal and growth path are:
►►the specification of remaining fiscal measures, not least a sizeable package of pension reforms, needed

to underpin the program’s still-ambitious medium-term surplus target; and

►►additional measures to improve confidence in the banking sector.

Whether Greece will be able to do so is an interesting question, given the deep-seated cultural forces of
populism, political extremism, and deterioration in the rule of law, combined with a fiscal, economic and
banking crisis.
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The regulatory space
Prediction

At the regulatory level, we expected to see continued agitation for the introduction of safe harbour
defences for directors undertaking workouts, a continuation of the debate on whether an equivalent
of Chapter 11 should be introduced into Australian law, and the deeming of ipso facto clauses as
void once a company goes into administration or receivership.

Outcome

The Productivity Commission’s Final Report into Business Set-up, Transfer and Closure, released
on 30 September 2015, called for reforms to the Corporations Act to:
►►deem “ipso facto” clauses void when a business is controlled by an administrator; and
►►introduce a “safe harbour” defence to allow directors of a solvent company to explore, within

guidelines, restructuring options without liability for insolvent trading.
The Australian Government subsequently released a proposals paper, “Improving bankruptcy and
insolvency laws”, as part of its National Innovation and Science Agenda. It deals with both ipso
facto clauses and the safe harbour defence.

Ipso facto clauses
The Government has advanced an “ipso facto model” with the wording “that any term of a contract
or agreement which terminates or amends any contract or agreement (or any term of any contract
or agreement), by reason only that an ‘insolvency event’ has occurred would be void”. In this model
an “insolvency event” would include:
►►an administrator having been appointed in respect of the company;
►►the company undertaking a scheme of arrangement for the purpose of avoiding administration or

insolvent liquidation;

►►a receiver or controller being appointed; and
►►the company entering into a deed of company arrangement.

As an anti-avoidance mechanism, the Government proposed that “any provision in an agreement
that has the effect of providing for, or permitting, anything that in substance is contrary [to the
proposal] would be of no force or effect” noting, however, that nothing in the proposal would extend
the operation of the provision beyond ipso facto clauses. That is, counterparties would maintain a
right to terminate, amend, accelerate or vary an agreement with the debtor company for any other
reason, such as for a breach involving non-payment or non-performance.
As to exclusions, the Government intends to carve out certain “prescribed financial contracts” to be
set in the regulation where uncertainty around the ability to enforce that type of contract represents
a material risk to the efficiency, stability and liquidity of the capital markets which depend on them.
The Government also flagged its intention to include a provision that affected counterparties may
apply to the court to vary contract terms if they can show they have suffered hardship.

Safe harbour for company directors
See The prospect of a safe harbour 
P8
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THE PROSPECT OF
A SAFE HARBOUR
Australia has been criticised as placing too much emphasis on penalising
and stigmatising corporate failure and not enough on celebrating success.
As part of its program to “innovate” business, following
the recommendations of the Productivity Commission,
the Federal Government announced in December
2015 it would legislate to protect directors from
insolvent trading claims when engaged in undertaking a
corporate restructuring: that is, to create a safe harbour
in the event the corporate restructure fails. Taking away
penalty risk while encouraging a turnaround culture
allows businesses the freedom to fail and get back up
on their feet.
In April 2016 the Government circulated two possible
“safe harbour” models, terming these Model A and
Model B. Around 70 submissions were received by
Treasury in response to its consultation and we expect
to see further progress on this issue in FY17.
Model A provides a defence to insolvent trading where
directors formally appoint a restructuring adviser
to develop a plan to rescue the company “within a
reasonable period of time”. The onus would be on the
directors of the company to ensure that the experience
and qualifications of the restructuring adviser were
appropriate for the nature and circumstances of the
company. Model B removes the risk of liability in
specific circumstances, including where directors take
reasonable steps to maintain or return the company
to solvency while acting in the best interests of the
company and its creditors as a whole, and operates
more as a carve-out than a defence.
In an environment where insolvencies are on the rise,
many commentators would prefer either model over the
status quo, but in the context of a reform agenda which
is striving to promote innovation and entrepreneurship,
FROM RED TO BLACK

it seems clear that neither model will sufficiently support
the policy objectives of safe harbour. More effort is
clearly needed to reduce the unreasonable burden of
liability on directors and create a true business rescue
culture in Australia.
 Industry views

Model A
Clayton Utz partners are heavily represented on the
TMAA, which supports Model A, as does the Australian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, ARITA and the
Australian Shareholders’ Association. That support
comes from the need for a board, often made up of
directors with little to no experience in dealing with
the distressed side of capital markets, to engage with
an accredited restructuring adviser (or “safe harbour
master”). The restructuring adviser will have deep
experience in the usual sudden shifts in counterparty
priorities according to the value breaks in the capital
structure and burning platform organisational, cultural,
communications, planning and restructuring needs of
an ailing company. That person, or more accurately,
the team behind the adviser, becomes the trusted
communicator with various internal and external
stakeholders, the developer of a turnaround plan and
then the party responsible for measuring and reporting
on the effectiveness of the plan in implementation.
There are varying views as to what qualifications,
experience and accreditations the directors need
to consider when appointing a formal restructuring
adviser and whether those factors should be set out in
regulatory guidance by ASIC. Bodies such as the TMAA
8

and ARITA (who both provide education) as well as
professional advisers could provide such assistance.
Most importantly, a restructuring adviser must have the
skills and expertise which will be key to a successful
turnaround/restructure.
Model A could provide an effective safe harbour for the
directors of large companies, but may not be accessible
to the directors of small- and medium-sized enterprises
or start-ups due to the costs and additional red tape.
Further, it does not address the complicated issue of
forming a view on the prospective insolvency of the
company because the proposed defence would only be
activated if restructuring advice is obtained while the
company remains solvent.

Model B
Model B is seen by some (including the Australian
Institute of Company Directors) as being more flexible
in allowing directors to retain control of the company,
with or without a restructuring adviser, and to focus
their attention on working towards a rehabilitation of the
business. It also, much like the American model, gives
the fox charge of the chicken coop and does not deal
with either the cultural or experience inadequacies of
many directors when dealing with distressed situations.
While this model is likely to be more user friendly to
SME and start-ups, it has the capacity to increase
risk to creditors who continue to supply/trade with the
company undergoing the restructure.
 Clayton Utz’s view
Our preference is to see Model A as the default
position, with Model B to be an option to be exercised
by directors on an exceptions-based reporting basis. As
with other exceptions-based reporting systems, the risk
of disclosure, justification and measuring success or
failure very much makes the model a riskier proposition
for directors (who may not retain the safe harbours
benefits of the model) engaged in large or complex
restructuring situations.

Other ideas range from a two-tiered approach
(separating the regime for SMEs and start-ups from that
for larger corporates), to limiting the prohibition to the
incurring of specific debts, to the abolition of exposure
to civil penalty provisions to the complete abolition of
the prohibition. Given that most insolvent trading activity
occurs in the SME sector where pursuing the directors
is often not worthwhile financially, the entire basis
upon which the prohibition exists should be looked at
more closely, including whether creditors are already
sufficiently protected by the duties imposed on directors
under sections 180-183 of the Corporations Act.
 Timing
There is no certainty as to the timing of the introduction
of the safe harbour reform. It falls into the Government’s
second tranche of insolvency law reforms, which is
being progressed as part of the Government’s National
Innovation and Science Agenda.
 The bigger picture
Fundamentally, legislative reform (and it is yet to
be determined how the concept of safe harbour is
to be addressed in any legislation), only provides a
process for change. For restructurings to succeed,
directors and management must also accept the
cultural challenge of restructuring, involving as it does
different communication and stakeholder engagement
than exist in non-distressed situations. Transparency,
broader stakeholder interaction (outside shareholders
and not always beholden to an immediate reporting
cycle), engagement with experienced outsiders and a
willingness to sacrifice the sacred cows of the business
to restore long-term value are each matters for a
board and management to deal with in order to make
a restructuring plan work. Only then, together with a
change in the law, will innovation and entrepreneurship
thrive.

 Other alternatives
One suggestion is that the UK insolvency laws be
considered as a guide, in particular the “wrongful
trading” provision contained in the UK Insolvency Act.
Under that regime, the court can absolve a director from
making a contribution to the company’s assets if the
director took every step with a view to minimising the
potential loss to the company’s creditors that ought to
have been taken in the circumstances. In practice, this
has allowed directors a greater degree of flexibility to
pursue a restructure.
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THE RISE AND RISE OF
RESTRUCTURING PLANS
Gloomy economic forecasts and a looming debt wall for FY17, bubbles within
segments of the property and construction markets, higher banking capital
to cover risk and an emphasis on safe harbour reforms for directors will see
more corporate restructurings in the coming year. We consider here how
plans are developed and how to judge their success.
Setting the scene
Companies are increasingly stripping away costs,
reducing workforces, limiting the hours or changing the
rosters of workforces and renegotiating downwards the
pricing in supplier and contractor arrangements. The
combination of pessimistic economic prospects, greater
uncertainty about lending and the need for companies
to have more equity, means that market players are
drawing up restructuring plans and thinking about how
they are going to implement them.
There are important factors at play: the willingness
of financiers to back boards and management with
transparent plans for the repair of balance sheets and
profitability, the rise of alternative capital, secondary
market trading, some modern challenges in security
enforcements and the recent sanctions imposed on
Kleenmaid directors for insolvent trading.
Each of these factors, together with proposed
legislative changes to provide a “safe harbour” defence,
encourage turnaround planning, and focus on saving
an enterprise from an unplanned insolvency event.
A good board will have early recognition systems to
identify looming liquidity events, financial stresses in the
business, sensitivity checks on macro changes in the
business environment and a plan in place to sell assets,
raise capital, change debt and supplier arrangements
and generally right size costs to meet falling revenues.
FROM RED TO BLACK

Obviously events will dictate the precise issues a
business will need to deal with, so the following
is necessarily very high-level. The stages can be
concurrent, or ordered differently, to meet the specific
needs of the company under examination.

Stage One: Recognition
Distress has many progenitors. It may arise from factors
as diverse as a breakdown in workforce trust leading
to industrial action, a product failure or securitiesbased litigation claim, automations and disrupted
markets, changing consumer patterns (including
from offshore buyers), changed regulatory settings or
sovereign risk, debt overburdens or looming maturities,
debt accelerations brought about by market, interest
coverage or other covenant breaches or just oldfashioned management incompetence.
The problem needs to be recognised so that it can be
cauterised and eventually form part of the repair within
the plan.

Stage Two: Stabilisation and
transparency
The foundations for any successful turnaround will be:
►►determining whether the business is insolvent,

suffering a liquidity event or possibly has artificial
imbalances capable of being resolved by accounting
10

treatments (for example, subordinating intercompany positions to re-classify current liabilities,
rebalancing foreign exchange treatments, or
reconsidering aggressive depreciation strategies).
Generally, imbalances will have been identified by
the business before the engagement of the
restructuring adviser, in which case liquidity and
solvency measures will be the first lens to be applied
over the business;
►►assessing the short-term viability of loss-making

businesses and developing a plan for dealing with
the workforce, supply, trade creditor and other issues
likely to arise;

►►identifying immediate funding needs and

investigating receivables financing, asset financing,
shareholder and subordinated loans, employee
priority funding and alternative business funding or
capital raising programs. Many special situations
funds known to restructuring advisers will be willing
to assist businesses with bridging finance to help
execute a restructuring plan;

►►assessing management credibility and competence

to undertake both a business as usual program and a
concurrent turnaround business program; and

►►assessing key stakeholder support and establishing

transparent future information flows to financiers
(existing and new), key suppliers, workforce
representatives, regulators and other key parties
necessary to the successful implementation of a
restructuring plan.

Stage Three: Negotiation and
profitability
Once the business is stabilised, the more interesting
stage of the restructure can begin. It will involve, at
least, these steps:
►►creating financial controls ‒ three way forecasting,

►►addressing structural issues, either using the

moratorium of a formal administration, the
consensual and court approvals of a scheme of
arrangement or simply a series of bilateral
agreements between the company and its
stakeholders (and, in some cases, the engagement
with a third party in a control transaction). Each
structural change will involve a different process and
deliver differing outcomes to equity, depending once
more on where the value breaks inside the
enterprise.

Stage Four: Implementation
No plan succeeds as a piece of paper. The restructuring
adviser will build metrics to measure the effectiveness
of the plan implementation across the business,
reporting on successes (and inevitable failures) to
the board and stakeholders. A robust model will allow
for adjustments as necessary, for example to regain
customer or supplier or even workforce trust.
We use the word “trust” advisedly, for the simple reason
that few plans survive unless communications and
strategic development are matched by an understood
common and shared purpose message. For that
message to be understood and accepted, a cultural
change in the enterprise is often required, which in turn
fosters a belief in the messaging that the business has
a restored value and focus. Sometimes this messaging
is assisted with branding, other times with evidence of
cultural change to address any behavioral issues within
the (near) failed enterprise.
This form of trust rebuild will form a major part of the
turnaround plan and may run for many years after the
restructuring advisers have left the building. Often
this will just be the first in a series of cultural changes.
Sometimes many years must pass until the restructure
can be called a success.

quality of on the ground information inputs (asset
values, asset quality, inventory controls etc) ‒ and a
robust reporting model able to disclose meaningful
information to stakeholders and the board;

►►making operational improvements to bring down

costs, and restore efficiencies and quality of product.
Often third party industry specialists can provide both
the optimisation work and also give stakeholders
comfort that management is genuinely trying to
improve operations. This approach was very
successfully undertaken by Lynas Corporation when
it engaged industry experts to significantly increase
production rates. Even with low rare earths pricing,
meeting production targets helped Lynas come to an
arrangement with its financial counterparties;

►►restructuring the balance sheet to right size debt

loads (or maturity profiles), divesting non-core and
uncommercial assets, bringing forward tax revenue
rights or raising capital. In more sophisticated
models, there may be an interchange between
balance sheet growth and profitability, as better
equipment is acquired to improve profitability; and
FROM RED TO BLACK
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ATLAS IRON:
THE STATE OF PLAY
As with Elders beforehand, Atlas Iron keeps on giving to the restructuring
industry. The Turnaround Management Association, Australia recognises
Atlas Iron as winner of the 2016 Restructuring of the Year award.
In FY15, operating costs were slashed as key operating
counterparties exchanged contract rights for equity and
some profit distribution rights. This left a heavy senior
debt load on the company in the form of Term Loan B
instruments. Those instruments were held by a range of
US and Australian financial investors, including a large
Australian bank for which we act.

against commodity prices, foreign exchange rates, high
cost burdens and logistics risks. The instruments are
usually written under US law, both exposing the issuer
to currency risk and differing, in some material respects
with Australian law, particularly in terms of the other
funding instruments the borrower is allowed to enter
into, without TLB consent.

The key question for 2016 was how to right size senior
debt spread across dozens of holders of paper.

This is fine so long as relationships stay strong with
the holders of TLBs. In the case of Atlas Iron, the
relationship became strained as iron ore prices tumbled
below $50 per tonne and looked like plummeting below
$40 per tonne. As fast as Atlas Iron chased down costs,
pricing took a steeper descent.

Where did Atlas Iron come from?
Let’s recap from last year. Atlas Iron listed on the ASX
in December 2004, as a gold company. All did not
glitter. Instead, it was David Flanagan in 2006 who
changed the focus of the company to one of iron ore,
a decision seemingly made good when Pardoo came
into production in late 2008 and other projects came to
be added to reserves. Atlas Iron debt gearing was low
until December 2012 when the company wrote Term
Loan B instruments to fund the expansion of production
programs.
TLBs are a covenant-lite product mirroring senior
debt, funded by large corporates, funds and nonfinancial services institutions (though some banks
looking to spread risk also like to take a piece of these
investments). In common with other high yield products,
TLBs feature incurrence rather than maintenance
covenants, making these instruments attractive to
miners like Atlas Iron exposed to revenues variable
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The FY2016 restructure
Senior debt paused in standstill during the 2015
restructure. This was principally a P+L restructure, with
some balance sheet surgery as contractors swapped
contract rights for equity and profit participation. In
itself, this solution was novel, requiring contractors
to compromise debt and shareholders to approve
moderate equity dilutions to improve liquidity.
Atlas Iron spent the remainder of CY15 establishing
a track record of successfully managing its operating
costs and contractors. With profitability achieved, the
focus turned to long-term debt support for the business.
This required a leap of faith on the side of senior debt,
asked to swap half debt for equity positions and on the
side of existing equity, who were again to be diluted.
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Initially Atlas Iron proposed a form of bilateral
agreement between itself on the one side and a nonrepresentative senior creditors ad hoc committee on the
other side.
The formation of an ad hoc committee advised by
specialist investment bankers and lawyers is an
idea imported from American restructures. It is an
idea starting to find form in Australian restructures
involving international capital. In each of Atlas Iron,
Peabody Coal, Ausgroup, Mirabela Nickel and smaller
restructures, we have advised or dealt with ad hoc
committees formed of holders of notes, bonds or TLBs.
The US style indentures supporting these investments
are generally bespoke. A common feature is to differ
between the rights afforded creditor majorities, trustees,
agents and advisers to change the rights of holders
or deal with their interests in an enforcement or claim
situation. While most instruments distinguish between
and provide majorities’ rights to alter the indenture
or aspects of an indenture in administrative actions,
changes in the substantive rights of these creditors
usually require unanimous consent. Ultimately, the
evolution of the debt for equity swap, the application of
section 444GA of the Corporations Act, and transfer for
new rights and other burden lifts within restructurings
are creating the opportunity to be novel in how these
rights operate in a practical setting.
Atlas Iron at least knew who held the senior debt,
unlike Mirabela Nickel where even the trustee has an
imperfect register of senior holders (once a secondary
market evolves, tranches or segments often trade
in dark pools making it near impossible to identify
holders until the trustee asks for screen shots and
ownership verifications from those choosing to vote on
resolutions).
The majorities, though, were determined to maintain
control over how senior debt restructured, potentially
impairing the rights of non-majority holders (including
Australian financial and American corporate
institutions). After some negotiation, it became apparent
that the ad hoc committee was not representative of all
TLB holders, which meant the restructure needed to
be formally approved by the Court by way of a scheme
of arrangement. The Court has the power to change
instruments on approval of majorities (50% in number
and 75% in value of voting TLBs).

The future and lessons
On 27 July 2016, Atlas announced cash generation of
$30m after interest and profit sharing arrangements,
shares climbing 10% on the back of the announcement.
Now, that is a good news story.
Atlas Iron has positioned itself as a good mid-cost
producer, with a properly leveraged balance sheet. It
has used a combination of restructuring techniques to
achieve this outcome, both on the balance sheet and
P+L side. The restructuring involved bilateral and then
multilateral negotiations with counterparties, issue of
new equity (highly dilutionary of existing equity on two
occasions), negotiations with ad hoc committees of
senior debt holders, a scheme of arrangement and
operational side changes to maintain liquidity and
profitability.
The restructures were driven by a readiness to
accept the short-term pain of equity dilution to sustain
value in the company, jobs and suppliers. The Atlas
Iron shareholders, although heavily diluted from
pre-2015 positions are doing so much better than
would have been the case if the company had fallen
into administration and then liquidation. If this had
happened, TLBs may have been repaid, employees
possibly, with some creditors also receiving a return.
Shareholders, though, would have seen equity
positions all but wiped out. Instead, net asset backing
improvements achieved in the restructures have the
capacity to significantly contribute to a better return on
equity.
The Atlas Iron restructure was a strong result brought
about because of the engagement of restructuring
specialists by the board of Atlas Iron (Lazard, Deloitte)
and TLBs (Houlihan Lokey). These advisers, together
with the lawyers involved, including ourselves, Ashurst
and Gilbert + Tobin, utilised decades of experience
in saving companies through long-term planning and
implementation of turnaround plans.
The future bodes well for boards willing to engage
advisory teams early to devise and implement
turnaround plans. Doing so can only be aided by the
Government’s proposed innovation in introducing safe
harbour protections to boards in these situations.

The scheme provided for a significant compromise in
the value of the senior debt and some resetting of the
indenture provisions. In return Atlas Iron shareholders,
including those granted equity as part of the 2015
restructure, agreed a substantial dilution in favour of
TLBs. As between themselves, the latter received
shareholdings in proportion to their holdings in the
TLBs.
The scheme completed as part of an accelerated
program in April 2016.
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DISTRESSED - THE CALM
BEFORE THE STORM…
Mindsets have been re-set.
The secondary market is now firmly placed as a viable enforcement option
in distressed situations to be weighed up against the long-term capital cost
and uncertainty associated with informal workouts and the stigma of formal
enforcements.
Despite this, where is the flow at? We all know the
benefit for par lenders in trading out: the release
of constrained capital, the opportunity to redeploy
capital and to crystallise tax losses. As noted last year,
however, while there is an ever-increasing demand for
flow, supply-side pressure and soft economic conditions
continue to hold back market growth and there has
been limited activity in the public space.
This has been countered with an increase in activity
in the single credit bilateral space and one-off portfolio
sales which continue to buoy the market; portfolios with
a face value in excess of A$12 billion have changed
hands in the year ending 30 June 2016 (including the
A$8.2 billion sale of ANZ’s Esanda receivables business
and GE’s commercial book sale with around A$4 billion
face value).
In the private space we continue to see more nontraditional participants enter the market and look to
acquire stakes and leverage through debt participation
trades. Reasons for this growth in the private secondary
market include:
►►increased lending hurdles and heightened risk

exposure for traditional lenders;

►►an oversupply and pricing pressure in particular

sectors of the property market (inner city apartments
in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane in particular);
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►►continued slowdown in the mining and mining

services sectors; and

►►traditional lenders’ continued preference for avoiding

the costs, risks and negative publicity associated with
formal enforcement action.

These factors continue to present opportunities for
investors to take out par lenders keen to exit particular
borrowers or sectors. Investors are becoming more
proactive, often structuring take-out and rescue
packages directly with borrowers and looking to drive
through debt trades with par lenders that may be
reluctant to advance further funds necessary to bridge
an outcome or complete a project. The ability to trade
out in these circumstances is often seen as an efficient
way (both in terms of time and cost) for a lender to exit
and the investor to step into a senior secured position
(at par or a discount). The rescue package will often
see the original financing terms immediately amended
and restated to reflect the borrower’s current risk profile
(and the investor’s enhanced return hurdles) and may
provide for additional secured funding that the par
lender was not prepared to advance.
Given the gap in the funding market as noted above,
we are seeing non-traditional distressed investors and
lenders / boutique funds / financiers enter the space
looking to take advantage of the funding gap. Time will
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tell whether those new entrants have timed their race.
As expected, agricultural-based lends continue to
be a sensitive topic for lenders with enforcement
action (including trades) being limited to exceptional
circumstances because of ongoing reputational
concerns.
The general reluctance of the main trading banks to
provide funding solutions to mining, mining services
and downstream contract service companies (such as
construction, equipment, transport and logistics and
accommodation service providers) at the moment is
likely to continue to present the most opportunities
for FY17. Investors that remain prepared to take a
market position and provide facilities to bridge through
the slowdown, often with equity linked upside, may
soon find themselves competing with the mining and
mining service companies themselves, if Atlas Irontype contractor sharing structures become more
commonplace. Recent examples of investment
opportunities presented through these circumstances
include:
►►AusGroup (manufacturing and construction) after

breaching its financial covenants and having to
renegotiate with noteholders to extend its debt
maturity date;

►►Arrium (iron ore miner), where the administrators

were forced to seek government funding to purchase
critical mining equipment to continue mining
operations;

►►NRW (civil contractor) renegotiating its debt maturity

timetable with financiers due to the mining downturn
and a significant contract dispute on the Roy Hill
project;

►►McAleese (transport provider) which has explored

recapitalisation options much to the disapproval of
its shareholders;

►►Emeco (earth moving equipment provider) which

is exploring refinancing options via a scheme of
arrangement. (The creditors’ scheme is to set to
effect an unprecedented recapitalisation and
three-way merger transaction with Orionstone
Holdings and Andy’s Earthmovers.); and

►►Paladin (uranium miner) which is exploring

recapitalisation options, including with a Chinese
counterparty.

The consistent message we are getting from investors
reflects the opportunities to fill the funding gap
opportunities noted above. We will have to wait to see
whether that gap represents an opportune time for new
entrants or is a smart play by traditional lenders.

Investors are becoming more
proactive, often structuring
take-out and rescue packages
directly with borrowers and
looking to drive through
debt trades with par lenders.
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THE GOOD, THE
BAD AND THE UGLY —
AUSTRALIAN BANKING
The Ugly

Restatements rather than forbearances

Bankers and guarantees

In the immediate aftermath of the GFC, when the
“mark to market” values of many businesses or their
key assets were uncertain, financial institutions often
entered into forbearance arrangements, providing
time for the market to settle or for the customer to
find another solution (typically involving a sale if the
customer could not refinance).

Who would be a banker? In both Doggett1, and
Rose2, the Victorian Supreme Court and Court
of Appeal allowed guarantors without “special
disadvantages” to avoid business guarantees. Both
Courts reasoned that the Code of Banking Conduct
requires bankers to “prominently” make the guarantor
aware they may become responsible for paying a
guaranteed debt. Merely placing a warning to this
effect in big bold letters on the document is not always
enough, even for an experienced businessman
“perfectly capable of protecting his own interests”.
A cultural change
The Code, for the present anyway, has been judicially
construed to place a greater emphasis on a valuesbased approach to bank dealings with customers.
Placing the customer first, even a customer in financial
default, mirrors, in many ways, the present leading
trading bank approaches to customer dealings in
default situations. The emphasis within the trading
banks, and on advisers, is to look for customer-focused
solutions that provide the customer further chances to
resolve its own situation. This is variously presented as
forming part of the banking culture to “put the customer
first” or as being defensive in nature, as protecting the
brand.

1
2

Marking a new approach, banks now typically restate
the terms of loans, for example, amortising repayment
obligations, changing interest or asset or market value
coverage ratios, waiving default interest and other
charges, altering security rights or compromising
(forgiving) part or all of the loan. Restated loans allow
customers time to search out solutions to restore
financial non-performance ‒ or put off today a problem
for tomorrow.
The paradigm industry example is the rural sector
where banks are generally wary of enforcement against
defaulting farmers.
It remains to be seen whether a decision to extend
farming loan maturities to better seasons, to introduce
further funding for fertilisers or more productive
equipment is in the long-term interests of defaulting
rural customers. For the moment, though, the
willingness to reset loans to provide another opportunity
for the customer to succeed, or fail more harshly,
means that instead of forbearances, banks are more
willing to restate or novate loan arrangements.

D
 oggett v Commonwealth Bank of Australia [2015] VSCA 351
N
 ational Australia Bank Ltd v Rose [2016] VSCA 169
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Noticeably, trading banks are taking similar positions
in relation to exposures in mining services and related
industry credits.
Of course, new lends look for credit quality. While
farmers, mining services, retail and the like within
the banking system can expect, for now, to see a
greater willingness to negotiate rather than enforce
on defaulting positions, new customers are finding
new credit hard to come by from trading banks. With,
perhaps, one exception: retail property.
When APRA changed the capital rules in 2015 to
encourage banks to place more capital with business
than residential property, it did so to reduce bubbles
forming in particular residential assets. The dual impact
of IFRS 9 and Basel III may undo that good work,
encouraging banks to move risk capital away from
pricier corporate lending and into retail or consumer
property credits. This will not amuse the two Australian
trading banks who hold books with full property
spreads, nor property developers not considered to
be “tier one” credits. The former cannot lend more into
investment or commercial property, the latter cannot
attract debt capital from the trading banks, no matter
how supported the project with presale or agreement
for lease commitments. Something will need to give ‒
hopefully, not integrity.

The Bad
Playing by the Rules
Then again, who would not be a credit restructuring
banker?
The London Rules are equally applicable in Australia
as they are in an international situation ‒ maintain
information flows to the banking team, reduce surprises,
be transparent and the restructuring might stand a
chance. Play by the rules and as Atlas Iron and NRW
(so far) and various other savings show, bankers are
supportive of restructurings run with the help of banktrusted external advisers. In this regard, Australia is
following the lead of international banks in supporting
credits executing on a restructuring plan agreed with
all stakeholders. This is the new paradigm ‒ early
engagement with broad stakeholders when faced with
liquidity issues.
Moreover, the restatement of loan positions can be
compelling in terms of bank capital requirements.
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IFRS 9 and Basel III
Restatements of arrangements between the bank
and defaulting or near defaulting customers may also
reduce capital cover requirements for impairments ‒
under the “expected loss” model, financiers must record
credit losses that have already occurred and losses
that are expected in the future (IFRS 9). The rule is
designed to help ensure banks maintain appropriate
balance sheet capitalisation for potential impairments.
According to guidance issued in January 2015,
“where renegotiations [of credit arrangements with the
customer] have been undertaken, banks must be able
to demonstrate whether the renegotiated asset has
“improved or restored” the ability to collect interest and
principal ‒ and reflect credit losses accordingly”.
While classification and principle-based rules look
at credit deterioration histories, and measure both
individual and market events, impairments are usually
taken according to cash flow characteristics and
according to the business model of the underlying
credit.
A restated facility based on credible commercial-based
expectations of returns on better seasonal conditions,
changes in the macro landscape, sometimes involving
debt deferrals, compromises or reallocations against
specific assets (eg. in the case of rural arrangements,
limiting security to the sale of water rights rather than
to the underlying farming enterprise) can permit credit
enhancement.
In the right case, a restatement of facility can
accordingly improve the bank’s balance sheet. At the
very least, a restatement of facility allows the bank
to encourage a customer into focusing on its own
solutions, typically involving refinancings, asset sales,
capital raisings or the engagement of restructuring
advisers.
By the same token, since March 2015, when the
Reserve Bank released its warning of a coming
oversupply of apartments in inner Melbourne (and
other centres) and APRA began a program tightening
lending to investors and foreign buyers, both investors
and commercial property developers with exposures
to settlement risk in the settlement of apartments,
have found it harder to attract finance. It remains to
be seen whether banks would be forced, under IFRS 9
categorisations, to restate the credit risk of existing
property developer credits on their books. This remains
a possibility.
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Meantime, as capital searches out new lending
opportunities, owner occupier lending has increased
by about 18% over 2015 figures (total residential
lending increased by about 4% in the same period,
itself indicative of the reducing appetite in financial
institutional lending to investors and foreign buyers).
While this may be a better allocation of capital within
the property sector from a credit risk point of view, it
suggests we are still yet to see a successful reallocation
of capital from residential to business.

The Good — The Rise
of Restructuring
Who would not be a company exposed to international
markets? Australian banks are removing the shackles
of the “reset and forget” forbearance in place of
refinancings. Singaporean, Japanese and most Asia
based banks are supportive of anything that does not
cause added risk. Noteholders are accepting the need
to restate longer term instrument maturities in exchange
for better coupon, security, easier default covenants
and, increasingly, cash-backed interest reserve
accounts. There is plenty of money offshore.
A company under financial distress should be
encouraged by the bipartisan approach of politicians
at the federal level favouring amendments to the
Corporations Act to introduce “safe harbour” protections
to directors engaging with turnaround advisers to
devise and implement restructuring plans. The earlier
the engagement, the more likely the advisory team will
be able to deal with short-term viability and immediate
funding needs before working on both balance sheet as
well as P+L stresses in the company.
Best of all, who would not be playing treasury in a
smart well-run company like Fortescue Metals Group?
Take unsecured near term bonds and replace these
with secured longer term bonds, then use the market
confusion to buy back even shorter term higher priced
bonds at discount! The long play is to reduce the
average cost of financing at a time when reducing the
average cost of everything makes FMG one of the best
iron ore producers in the world.
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Stay tuned
Earlier this year we were involved in a proceeding
commenced in the Supreme Court of Western Australia
by Hamersley Iron against Forge Group (in liquidation
and with receivers appointed), in which we acted on
behalf of Forge’s receivers and managers. In that
proceeding, Hamersley argued that it was entitled,
under the Corporations Act (section 553C, because
Forge was in liquidation), to set off all moneys it owed
to Forge under various construction contracts (circa
$100m) against all moneys owed to it by Forge (circa
$150m-$200m) for not completing those contracts,
in circumstances where Hamersley terminated the
contracts shortly after the appointment of the receivers
and took approximately $100m in security bonds.
To complicate things further, Forge had charged its
rights under those contracts in favour of the ANZ,
which were now governed by the Personal Property
and Securities Act. The issues for determination by
Justice Tottle included the scope of set-off under
section 553C of the Corporations Act, whether the ANZ
security destroyed the requisite mutuality for section
553C set-off, the nature of a security interest under the
PPSA and whether it is fixed or floating in nature and
the application of statutory and equitable set-off in an
insolvency situation where section 553C applies.
Justice Tottle is yet to hand down his decision (we
anticipate it will be late 2016 to mid-2017). The
ramifications of the decision will likely significantly affect
the way lenders structure their security arrangements
particularly in the construction sector, having regard
to how the Court views the relative strengths and
weaknesses of a PPSA security interest in an
insolvency situation.
See Expectations for FY17 
P23
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CLASH OF THE TITANS:
PPSA VS INSOLVENCY
The bread and butter of administrators and liquidators is dealing with
security interests in the course of their appointment. The legal terrain
is not always smooth, particularly within the framework of the Personal
Property Securities Act 2009 (PPSA).
On 24 March 2016, the Supreme Court of Victoria
handed down judgment in Carpenter International
Pty Limited (administrators appointed) [2016] VSC
118, providing some guidance on the challenging
interaction between insolvency and personal property
securities law, particularly retention of title security
interests. Clayton Utz acted for the plaintiff voluntary
administrators.

Administrators are appointed to
Carpenter
Carpenter’s main business was exporting cattle to
China. In March 2015, Carpenter was placed into
voluntary administration. Immediately prior to the
administrators’ appointment, an expected export of
6,000 head of cattle had failed.

The status of the cattle
The administrators’ first task was to establish the
ownership of the 6,000 head of cattle the subject of
the failed export. It was an involved task; the cattle
had been sourced from numerous vendor farmers and
livestock agents around Victoria and New South Wales
under many different contracts, and Carpenter had not
paid the purchase price under any of the contracts.
Carpenter had entered into tripartite contracts to
purchase the cattle, in each case between Carpenter, a
vendor farmer and the vendor farmer’s livestock agent:
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Point A: the contract(s) were signed and delivery of
the cattle was made to Carpenter. No payment yet.
Point B: Carpenter would inspect the cattle, reject any
unsuitable and confirm to the vendor and livestock agent
which cattle it would purchase. At this point, the livestock
agent would pay the purchase price to the vendor and
take an assignment of the vendor’s rights under the
contract. The vendor was no longer involved.
Point C: Carpenter would pay the livestock agent in
accordance with the payment terms.
►►Carpenter’s terms purported to exclude the livestock

agent’s terms and provided that title passed at Point B.

►►The livestock agent’s terms contained a retention of

title clause which provided that title would not pass to
Carpenter until Point C.

The legal issues that the administrators
faced
In order to establish who owned the cattle, the
administrators needed to answer the following questions:
1.

Was a retention of title clause created for the 		
purposes of the PPSA?

2.

Did a security interest that was perfected on 		
the day that administrators were appointed 		
vest in Carpenter under section 267 of the 		
PPSA?
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CARPENTER - CONTRACTS

Point A
ENTRY INTO CONTRACT
AND DELIVERY OF
CATTLE

Vendor
farmer

Vendor
agent
$ OWING

CATTLE

Carpenter

Point B
ASSIGNMENT OF
VENDOR FARMER’S
INTEREST TO
VENDOR AGENT

Point C
CARPENTER PAYS
VENDOR AGENT

Vendor
farmer

$ PAID

ASSIGNMENT

Vendor
agent
$ OWING

Carpenter

Vendor
agent

$ PAID

Carpenter

3.

Did a perfected security interest vest in 		
Carpenter under section 588FL
of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)?

4.

When will an extension of time be granted
under section 588FM of the Corporations Act?

In view of the legal uncertainty as to the answers to
these questions, the administrators made an application
for judicial directions under section 447D of the
Corporations Act.
Three livestock agents ‒ Dairy Livestock Services
(DLS) and Charles Stewart and Charles Stewart Nash
McVilly (CSNM) ‒ made applications as to ownership of
the cattle in which they claimed an interest.
DLS had registered security interests on the basis of
retention of title clauses within the tripartite contracts on
the Personal Properties Securities Register before the
day the administrators were appointed.
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Charles Stewart and CSNM had registered security
interests on the Register on the same day as, but prior
in time to, the appointment of the administrators.
Each registration was made in the six months prior to
the appointment of the administrators and more than 20
business days after the original tripartite contracts had
been entered into.

Issue 1: was there a retention of title
clause within the contracts?
The answer to this question depended on the governing
contractual terms.
The Court heard evidence as to the circumstances in
which the DLS and Charles Stewart contracts had been
signed, and found that the DLS and Charles Stewart
contracts included retention of title clauses. However,
it found that the CSNM contracts did not include any
retention of title clause, nor had a retention of title
clause been incorporated by reference. CSNM was
knocked out of the ownership race at this stage.
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Issue 2: Will a security interest
that is perfected on the day that
administrators are appointed vest
pursuant to section 267 of the PPSA?
Section 267 of the PPSA will result in the
extinguishment of a security interest which is
unperfected when the administrators are appointed.
A question of construction arose as to the meaning of
“when, on a day, the event occur[ed] by virtue of which
the day is the section 513C day for the company”.
The Court found that section 267 of the PPSA refers to
the time when the administrators are appointed, rather
than the day. As a result, a security interest will vest
under section 267(2) if it is unperfected at the time the
administrators are appointed (rather than at the start of
the day on which the administrators are appointed).
This was relevant to Charles Stewart only, which
registered a security interest on the Register a few
hours prior to the appointment of the administrators.

Issue 3: did the security interest vest
pursuant to section 588FL of the
Corporations Act?
Section 588FL of the Corporations Act provides that if
the security interest is enforceable against third parties
and perfected solely by registration, and the registration
occurred after the latest of:
►►six months before administrators were appointed; or
►►the time that is the end of 20 business days after the

security agreement came into force, or the time that
administrators were appointed, whichever time is
earlier,

then the security interest vests in the company
immediately before the appointment of administrators.
This section was relevant to both DLS and Charles
Stewart, which had each registered security interests
within six months of the administrators’ appointment
and more than 20 business days after entry into the
relevant tripartite contracts.
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The Court rejected arguments that:
►►the security interest arose only on the livestock agent

taking an assignment (Point B). It found Point A was
when the only “security interest” came into force;

►►before a security agreement giving rise to a security

interest could come into force, it first had to be
enforceable between the parties. That is, it rejected
an equation of “coming into force” with
“enforceability”. It found it was not necessary for
attachment to have occurred under the PPSA in
order for the security agreement to “come into force”.

The result: DLS and Charles Stewart’s security
interests vested in Carpenter on the appointment of
the administrators, subject to the final question of an
extension of time regarding Charles Stewart.

Issue 4: when will an extension of time
be granted under section 588FM?
Charles Stewart applied under section 588FM of the
Corporations Act for an extension of time to register its
security interest.
The court may grant an extension under section
588FM(1) in three circumstances: the failure to register
was caused by accident or inadvertence, the failure to
register is not of such a nature as to prejudice creditors
or shareholders, or on another just or equitable ground.
The ground Charles Stewart relied on was
inadvertence. The Court found that inadvertence
“includes failure to advert to or understand the
requirement for registration within the specified period,
and innocent error in the sense of failure to register
through ignorance of the legal requirement to do so, or
of the consequence of not doing so.”
In this instance, the Court found that the real reason
the agent failed to register in time was a mistaken belief
that Carpenter could and would pay on time, and this
did not amount to inadvertence within the meaning of
section 588FM.
Charles Stewart’s failure to register in time did not
amount to a sufficient cause within the meaning
of section 588FM(2)(i). The security interest was
registered out of time, and it vested in Carpenter
pursuant to section 588FL.
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Key lessons
Register ASAP: Security interests created by retention
of title clauses should be registered as soon as the
contract is formed, and at least within 20 business days
of entering into the contract. There will be no penalty for
registering before the security interest exists as long as
the person registering believes on reasonable grounds
that they will become a secured party (section 151(1) of
the PPSA).

the time that administrators are appointed, will not be
extinguished pursuant to section 267 of the PPSA (but
may vest under section 588FL of the Corporations Act).

Time starts from agreement: The time begins to run
under section 588FM from the time that the agreement
came into force, not from the time the security interest
attaches or otherwise becomes enforceable.

Delay: Mere delay in registering a security interest
and delay in applying for relief under section 588FM
will not preclude the court from exercising its discretion
to extend the time to register a security interest
under section 588FM, even after the appointment of
administrators.

Days count: A security interest that is perfected on
the day that administrators are appointed, but before

Mistake: A mistaken belief that the grantor could and
would pay on time does not constitute inadvertence
within the meaning of section 588FM, and cannot be
relied on to extend the time to register under section
588FM.

DOES THE ROT SET IN? ROT IN INSOLVENCY
A quick guide to the interaction between sections 267, 588FL and 588FM

Q:

Was the security interest
unperfected at the time of the
appointment of the administrators
or liquidators?

Y			N

Q:

Security interest vests
in the company
(section 267 PPSA)

Was the security interest perfected
by registration only, and registration
occur within 6 months of the
appointment of the administrators
or liquidators?

Y			N

Q:

Was the security interest
registered less than 20 business
days after the security agreement
came into force?

No vesting – the secured
party retains benefit of the
retention of title clause

N			Y

Q:

Has there been a later time
ordered under section 588FM?

No vesting – the secured
party retains benefit of the
retention of title clause

N			Y

Security interest vests
in the company
(section 588FL)
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No vesting – the secured
party retains benefit of the
retention of title clause
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EXPECTATIONS
FOR FY17
 Outlook
The early domestic economic signs for FY17 are grim. By the end of FY16, household debt to GDP
has spiked to a record 125%, while the ratio of household debt to disposable income is 186.9%, the
highest since the Reserve Bank of Australia figures began in 1988. Some 10% of a recently surveyed
householder group report a probable inability to meet loan repayments over FY17, and the Australian
Financial Security Authority reports a 20% increase in corporate insolvencies in the quarter ending 30
June 2016 over the previous quarter (and 4.4% increase in personal insolvencies). It follows that jobs
and wages growth are likely to be a primary focus for politicians. That focus is likely to be tempered
by pressure placed on Parliament to inquire into and undertake regulatory investigations of large
enterprises. This will add a cost to business at a time of falling profitability.

 Commodities
A glimmer of hope exists in the commodities market. As we predicted, the downturn in the commodities
cycle troughed in January 2016 (Cameron Belyea, Financier Worldwide). Most metal prices recovered
in the six months ending in June 2016 and may be stabilising, though there will continue to be pricing
shocks over coming months. For the balance of CY2016, precious metals and rare elements are likely
to maintain strong pricing, while nickel and metallurgical coal have come back well over the past few
months. This bodes well for revenue stabilisation across a range of mining enterprises. That said, the
market has a long way to go to restore value ‒ Australian Bureau of Statistics data show the capital
value of metal ore mining reduced in FY15 by 12.9% or $9b, related to falling commodity prices. The
upturn seen since January 2016 has not fully restored value.

 Capital raisings
We are also starting to see signs of a new wave of capital raisings as those across mining services,
mining more generally and some industrials engage in balance sheet repairs ahead of any market
uncertainties in FY17.
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 Security enforcement
In the credit value industry, we expect heightened scrutiny will make security enforcement more
difficult. Accordingly, we expect that restructuring options, where viable, will remain a strong focus,
particularly in the current economic climate. In this respect, boards of impaired ASX entities will see
Atlas Iron as a beacon for early engagement of turnaround advisers.

 Security arrangements
Further to “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly in Australian banking”, we expect the Forge decision
(when handed down) will impact on the way lenders structure their security arrangements, particularly
in the construction sector. The precise impact will depend on how the court views the relative strengths
and weaknesses of a PPSA security interest in an insolvency situation. For instance, if Hamersley is
successful, this may prompt lenders to impose more costly and onerous security arrangements on
borrowers, because of the risk that the lender could lose its security to a third party contractor through
insolvency set-off. If the receivers succeed, principals will need to revisit how they guard against
contractor insolvency risk, which may include higher upfront requirements from contractors, potentially
making it more difficult to secure larger, higher value contracts.
Where rehabilitation is not possible, mainstream financiers are likely to move from a forbearance
mindset to seeking to exit relationships with impaired creditors. Ignoring agribusiness, this will likely
entail limited enforcements, favouring slightly discounted to par trades or refinancing from debtor
raisings (capital or new offshore capital). Reporting and capital requirements (Basel III, APRA and
increasing costs of offshore funding) will also impact on trends in this sector.

 Brexit
The prospect of Brexit has sent shock waves globally and creates uncertainty in the market,
particularly over when Brexit will happen. Prime Minister May recently announced that the United
Kingdom will formally invoke Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty to begin the two-year negotiations to exit
the EU by the end of March 2017 and a “Great Repeal Bill” will soon be put to Parliament to avoid all
European law. It is fair to say Europe has generally embraced this decision.
When Brexit occurs, while its purely domestic insolvency laws will be unaffected, the UK will lose the
benefit of the EU’s uniform cross-border insolvency laws. Additionally, UK rulings under domestic law
on receivership, schemes of arrangement and liquidation could lose the automatic recognition and
enforceability in the EU that they currently enjoy. In the short term at least we expect to see an impact
on the pricing of, and the appetite of purchasers for, distressed debt involving UK assets, and the
UK may lose some of its appeal as the choice of contracting jurisdiction until stability and consumer
confidence is restored.

 Safe harbour
While the Federal Government has allowed the industry an additional six months to implement
many of the Insolvency Law Reform Act 2016 reforms, it is pressing on with the second tranche
of reforms to enhance business rescue and support entrepreneurship as part of the National
Innovation & Science Agenda. Nonetheless, our expectation is that the safe harbour reforms will
not be part of Australia’s law by the end of this financial year.
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